Games for Inspiration (Mechanics/Style/Art Direction)

Gyroscope BBC Micro - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKKR5l3vGtQ
Note: This is a game that I have not played personally, but have been suggested to look at due to its similarities to the idea I have. The one
thing I am going to take away from this is to keep in mind the style of the graphics, as it is too easy to create frustrating levels due to the
graphical style instead of the level design.

Marble Madness (The Video Game) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marble_Madness

EA Mobile Marble Madness - http://www.eamobile.com/mobile-games/marble-madness
Note: This is a game series that has been going for some time and has also been released on the mobile and other portable platforms. The
thing that I again notice is the angle used within the levels, I wonder if it due to technical constraints or is it the best way in which to display
games of this type.

Maxis Marble Drop Game: 1 Thales of Miletus - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0_6wkCFyC4
Marble Drop (Video Game) - http://uk.gamespot.com/pc/puzzle/marbledrop/review.html
Note: This game was looked at due to the way in which the player has to manipulate the machinery to direct the path of the marbles to
complete the level. As the initial ideas so far is to combine this mechanic with the mechanics seen in other games such as Marble Madness
with the aim to create something a bit different.

Kuri Kuri Kurin – Eightin (Nintendo) -http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kurukurukururin_screenshot.PNG
Note: This game is the closest I have found so far to my overall idea – however this is very ‘Japanese’ perhaps a stylised Victorian era game
may appeal more to the western market?

Chu Chu Rocket – Sonic Team (Sega) - http://uk.dreamcast.ign.com/dor/chu-churocket/14096/images/bg01.html

Note: Chu Chu Rocket is interesting due to the way in which the levels are played, the board is fairly blank and the mice will travel in the
direction they start off in unless otherwise notified by the pieces the player puts on the board. I liked this mechanic as it provides a sense of
urgency and puzzle element in one.

Soul Bubbles - Mekensleep (Nintendo)
http://images.eurogamer.net/assets/articles//a/1/3/8/4/6/3/a_med_07.jpg.jpg
Note: I looked at Soul Bubbles due to the control mechanism behind it, as the player never directly affects the pieces that need to be
navigated through the maze. The player has a limited control over the environment also but can use various elements of it to their
advantage. I found this to be an intriguing concept as when playing the game is both relaxing and frustrating as the same time. Also the art
direction taken is an interesting one as each area has a distinct style and feel purely due to the colours, backgrounds and assets used.

The Last Guy – Sony Computer Entertainment Japan (Sony) http://www.flickr.com/photos/playstationblog/2718171356/
Note: The Last Guy has been an interesting game in the sense of it using real satellite imagery as the base for the level design. It some
senses it appears as a lazy workaround, however after playing for a while it is obvious a lot of thought must have gone into the level design
so that each level can be completed and playable. The top down view is also something I would like to consider for my game rather than the
isometric view that has been used before.

Stacking – Double Fine Productions (THQ) http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/gamesblog/2011/jan/20/stacking
Note: I have picked this game out purely for its art style; it is recognisable from screen shots due to this distinct
and cohesive look. I need to ensure that my game also has this same overall look and feel, to not only be a
cohesive design but to also portray the Victorian era.

Labyrinth – (Illusion Labs) https://market.android.com/details?id=se.illusionlabs.labyrinth.full
Note: This is a game that is already available on the Android Market which is very similar to the original game ‘Pigs in Clover’ that was a
very popular game in the Victorian period. However the tilt controls on this almost too sensitive so it becomes frustrating. However the
perspective of the blocks creating the level changes as you tilt is, creating a rather interesting 3D like appearance.

https://market.android.com/details?id=com.kiragames.unblockmefree
Note: This game was interesting as you had to slide the blocks about to create a path for the red block to reach the opening on the side of
the level. This mechanic ties in with others that I have liked, the idea of changing the level to complete it. Something like this combined with
a spinning top on the go would be a good way of creating tension without the need for a time limit, as the player would have to find a
solution before the spinning top ran out of spin.

A collection of web based games that I have played to determine mechanics.

Sola Rola: The Gravity Maze
http://mazegame.net/gravity.html
(Eidos Mobile -http://www.eidosmobiles.com/solarola/home.php)
Note: Two balls and two goals and a maze in between. Lots of mechanics to the different mazes added slowly over time, builds up to
complex puzzles. The addition of the gameplay elements over time gives the player confidence to continue on as they feel like they are
accomplishing something different each time.

Iso Ball 3

http://www.gimme5games.com/play-game/isoball-3
(Zattikka - http://www.zattikka.com/)
Note: Isometric view puzzle in which the player has to place a continual track for a glass ball to roll along to the
goal. This is also available on the App Store for Apple devices already, but is interesting because of the way the
graphics have been created. At first glance it looks similar to Gyroscope and the old games; however the
animations on the blocks are more from today’s standards. It also allows for a complexity of level design that
would be hard to create without the block appearance. This may be something worth considering for my game to
not only make it easier to make, but also easier to play on a phone screen.
Additional Note: Do not want my game to be like the wire loop game – a mechanic that has appeared on many
flash based maze games as seen on mazegame.net as it is frustrating to play.

Open Doors (Ozzie Mercado - http://www.allmazegames.com/play/open-doors.htm)
Note: Interesting mechanic of changing the maze walls by having them as doors that can only be opened one way
and close behind you. This creates some rather interesting puzzles later on, and again the way in which it has
been presented is simple but effective.

Shape Switcher (Entropic Order - http://www.allmazegames.com/play/shape-switcher.htm)
Note: This had a nice mechanic of changing the player object to be able to navigate through different sections of
the maze. So the ball shape would not be allowed through a square door and it also had to be the right colour.
This made the game into discovering which way through the areas was the best one to reach the goal.
3DSpin! For iPhone by Sensorial Games
“Tired of killing slimy aliens and blow up zombies? Do you want a new gaming experience? Try 3DSpins! now!
Exercise caution as you move your spinning top through a beautifully rendered 3D maze. This fun game puts you
in control of the Remote Controlled Spinning Machine, a device that rotates, jumps over platforms, runs, fires
radio-controlled missiles, and more.” – Quote from supposed developer website.
Note: The only other game found so far to be using a similar dynamic to my game, however no videos have been
found or screen shots other than the title screen and it does not appear on App Store searches. It may just be an
idea that was penned out and then put online but never realised.

Physical Games or Artwork - These were found when searching for any games that were similar to my idea.

http://www.wikipatents.com/US-Patent-5971830/constructable-spinning-top-maze/Page-1
Note: A patent in America from 1998 to create a maze based game for a spinning top with movable maze pieces
and a track for the spinning top to travel along. This is basically my idea for a mobile phone game created out of
wood; searches for the product though have not produced anything. However it does bring into question if the
patent covers digital versions of this?

Spinning Top Maze http://www.flickr.com/photos/louisesdaughter/1419577127/in/set-72157601526115194/–
Made by http://www.louisesdaughter.com/
Note: This is a small handmade product from a couple based in the USA. The idea behind it is to spin the
spinning top at the start then try to get it to the end of the maze in one spin. This is a nice idea and does not
appear to infringe on the other copyright, however I think this is also rather limited in its appeal for replay.
This is where digital counterparts prove to be more engaging as the board can be changed to increase difficulty
or randomized to encourage replay.

